
MAA Press & Publications 

MAA Journals and Magazines 

can be accessed by logging in to 

your member profile on maa.org

New from MAA Press

MAA Members save 25% 

on MAA Press titles from 
the AMS Bookstore

Access to new journals through Taylor & Francis

Chance,      PRIMUS,      Journal of Mathematics and the Arts,       Mathematical Thinking and Learning, 

Cryptologia,      American Journal of Mathematical and Management Sciences, 

International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology

The American Mathematical Monthly

The Monthly is a journal of 

mathematical exposition aimed at 
making a wide range of topics 

accessible to professional 
mathematicians.

Questions about the Monthly? Contact 

the editor, Susan Jane Colley, at 
monthly@maa.org.

Editor-elect: Della Dumbaugh

Submitting to The American Mathematical Monthly

Main types of submissions:

• Articles (> 5 pages)

• Notes (≤ 5 pages, more focused than 

articles)

• Filler (less than a page, content varies)

• Problem proposals and solutions

• Book Reviews (generally solicited)

Submit Articles and Notes through Editorial 

Manager: editorialmanager.com/monthly

The American Mathematical Monthly

We want interesting mathematical ideas 

appropriate for a broad mathematical audience 

presented in an engaging manner: 

• Eschew Theorem-Proof-Example dryness 

• Avoid assuming (too much) specialized 

background knowledge

• Ideally, every item in the Monthly should 

inform every reader while telling a good 

mathematical story

Questions about the Monthly? Contact the editor, 

Susan Jane Colley, at monthly@maa.org.

The College Mathematics Journal

The College Mathematics Journal (CMJ) 

publishes high-quality papers in 

expository mathematics, together with 

Classroom Capsules, Problems and 

Solutions, Book Reviews, and a Media 

Highlights section that summarizes 

interesting writing in mathematics from 

across the publishing world.

Questions about a submission? Contact 

Dominic Klyve at cmj@maa.org.



The College Mathematics Journal

Articles have a maximum length of 12 

pages; Classroom Capsules are 

capped at 3 pages.

In 2021, rotating student groups 

will choose the winner of each issue’s 

“CMJ Student Choice Article” —the 
paper they think students will most 

enjoy reading.

The College Mathematics Journal

Submit (LaTeX preferred, 

pdf/Word accepted) through 

Editorial Manager:

editorialmanager.com/collmathj

Questions about a submission? 

Contact Dominic Klyve at

cmj@maa.org.

Mathematics Magazine

Mathematics Magazine publishes 

expository articles meant to appeal 

to a broad mathematical audience 
that includes undergraduate 

students.

If you have any questions, including 

article queries, write to the editor, 

Jason Rosenhouse, at

mathmag@maa.org.

Mathematics Magazine

We are happy to consider 

submissions in all areas of 

mathematics, as well as in related 

areas like math education, math and 

the humanities, history of math, and 

much else besides.

Submissions of articles must come 

through Editorial Manager: 

editorialmanager.com/mathmag

Mathematics Magazine

Our editorial philosophy is: If it is in 

any way related to mathematics, 
then it is potentially of interest to 

the magazine!

If you have any questions, 

including article queries, write to 

the editor, Jason Rosenhouse,

at mathmag@maa.org.

Math Horizons

Math Horizons, MAA’s 

undergraduate magazine, targets 

enthusiastic undergraduate students 

at any stage of their mathematical 
career with a wide variety of articles, 

interviews, puzzles, book reviews, 

and career opportunities.

Questions about submissions? 

Contact Tom Edgar at mh@maa.org.



Math Horizons

Nearly all published articles are at most 4 

pages (aim for a maximum of 2200 words). 

Be sure to include colorful images and 

diagrams.

We are looking for a wide variety of articles 

about mathematics. Articles should be self-

contained, fully explaining advanced topics.

Questions about submissions? Contact 

Tom Edgar at mh@maa.org.

Math Horizons

We are looking for

• Stories and interviews of math people, the history of 

an idea or circle of ideas

• Applications, book reviews, fiction, art, humor

• Student math club activities, and career info 

• A mix of 1–2 page articles—Do you have 

something you can say in about 1000 words?

• Articles that require reader engagement are 

particularly desired. We can include resources 

online.

Email submissions in TeX or Word format to mh@maa.org.

MAA FOCUS

MAA FOCUS is the newsmagazine of the 

MAA, and is provided in print to all non-

student members. 

If you have news, a pedagogical 

innovation, or anything else you wish to 

share with the entire membership, MAA 

FOCUS may be the appropriate venue.

Questions about a particular idea or 

submission? Contact Jacqueline Jensen-

Vallin at maafocus@maa.org.

MAA FOCUS

MAA FOCUS accepts articles up to 1600 

words and columns up to 1200 words. 

Columns include Section Happenings, 

Toolkit, and SIGMAA Showcase. These 

features not only cover topics of interest for 

individuals or departments, but also may be 

used to encourage people to participate in 

your MAA Section events or SIGMAA! 

Questions about a particular idea or 

submission? Contact Jacqueline Jensen-

Vallin at maafocus@maa.org.

MAA FOCUS

MAA FOCUS also accepts 

short news pieces for the 

Piecewise column. 

Pictures are always welcome.  

Questions about a particular 

idea or submission? Contact 

Jacqueline Jensen-Vallin

at maafocus@maa.org.

MAA Convergence

MAA Convergence is:

• a refereed, open-access, online journal on the 

history of mathematics, as well as its use in 

teaching mathematics to grades 8–16

• an ever-expanding collection of online resources to 

help instructors teach mathematics using its history:

o classroom-tested activities and projects

o articles with interactive features

o hundreds of high-resolution images of historic 

texts, documents, and objects

o “On This Day,” historical quotations, conference 

calendar, and more . . .
A Mathematical Treasure: Engraving of 

Arithmetica from Gregor Reisch, Margarita 

philosophica. Courtesy of Columbia University. maa.org/convergence



MAA Convergence

We are looking for: 

• Historically-based classroom activities, 

projects, or modules

• Classroom experiences with such activities 

• Translations of primary sources

• Expository articles on the history of topics in the 

grades 8–16 mathematics curriculum 

• Images for classroom use, including new 

Mathematical Treasures

Questions about a particular idea or submission? 

Contact editors Amy Ackerberg-Hastings and Janet 

Heine Barnett at convergence@maa.org.

A Mathematical Treasure: Oliver Byrne, The 

Elements of Euclid (London, 1847). Courtesy 

of Columbia University.

MAA Journals Special Virtual Issues Program

• Once or twice a year, MAA produces a 

special virtual issue with featured 

articles from MAA journals all focused 

on a chosen theme.

• Free access to the virtual issue articles 

is available to the public for one month.

• Special virtual issues offer an amazing 

opportunity to showcase MAA journals 

to non-members.

• Undergraduate research groups may 

particularly enjoy the themed virtual 

issues.

MAA Journals Special Virtual Issues Program

Virtual Issue Themes to date

• March 2019 — Pi Day 

• August 2019 — Fibonacci 

• January 2020 — Mathematics and the 

Arts

• October 2020 — Approaches to Voting

Direct any suggestions or questions 

about virtual issues to Bonnie Ponce, 

Managing Editor, MAA Journals, 

bponce@maa.org.

Member Library

Through your Member Profile page you have 

access to the newest Notes volumes as well as an 

archive that includes over 30 volumes that cover a 

wide variety of topics relevant to your classroom.

To get to the Member Library:

• Log in to maa.org.

• Go to your profile. 

• Click on Member Library in the menu list on 

the left.

• Available books are listed there. Click on the 

download button and the PDF will open.

Instructional Practices Guide

Download the MAA Instructional 

Practices Guide

maa.org/ip-guide

Save the Date for MAA MathFest 2021: August 4–7, 2021

MAA is committed to providing an 

engaging, safe, and accessible 

summer meeting. MathFest will 

feature numerous sessions, panels, 

and workshops devoted to all aspects 

of mathematical education, advocacy, 

and research. 

For the latest updates please check:

maa.org/meetings/mathfest

Join us at a reimagined MAA MathFest 2021 this summer! 

We look forward to seeing you there!


